
L29-Micro/Macroevolution
+Genome Evolution 



Groups of no more than four (4) people 
--pick a scribe to write and send email 
--include full names on one line 
example: Zakee Sabree, David Salazar, Matt Holden, Paul Larsen 
 
 
Email your answer to sabree.8@osu.edu 
--Scribe should send email 
--Subject heading must include “2MINUTE” 
 
Emails received after 11:30AM will be deleted. 
 

YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES 
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THINK-PAIR-SHARE (graded) 



1) Give BRIEF, detailed descriptions of the two theories at the heart of 
the neutralist-selectionist debate (45 words or less). 
 
2) What is one conclusion you could make if given a phylogenetic tree 
of ten taxa and none of the clade bootstrap values are greater than 
0.1% (10 out of 1000)? (25 word or less) 
 
 
Groups of no more than four (4) people 
--include full names on one line 
example: Zakee Sabree, David Salazar, Matt Holden, Paul Larsen 
Email your answer to sabree.8@osu.edu 
--Subject heading must include “2MINUTE” 
Emails received after 11:30AM will be deleted. 
--pick a scribe to write and send email 

YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES 2 

THINK-PAIR-SHARE (graded) 



1) Give BRIEF, detailed descriptions of the two theories at the heart of 
the neutralist-selectionist debate (45 words or less). 
Natural selection theory argues that negative or purifying selection is 
predominant and positive selection fixes beneficial mutations, while 
neutral theory states that many fixed mutations have little or no 
fitness costs or benefits. While selectionist argue necessity, neutralist 
argue chance. (40 words) 
 
2) What is one conclusion you could make if given a phylogenetic tree 
of ten taxa and none of the clade bootstrap values are greater than 
0.1% (10 out of 1000)? (25 word or less) 
Data used is insufficient to resolve monophyletic clades.  
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THINK-PAIR-SHARE (graded) 



Microevolution occurs within a species 
-variations in allele frequencies (population genetics) 
examples: antibiotic resistance, mosquito resistance to DDT, 
pepper moths and industrial melanism 
 
Macroevolution occurs across species 
-modifications often resulting in the emergence of new 
species 
examples: appearance of feathers in therapods, 
modification of fins into hindlimbs, horse evolution 
 
The same evolutionary processes are work, but the scales 
(e.g. time and/or spatial) to which their impacts are 
observed do vary. 
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Microevolution and Macroevolution 



Draws on the fossil record, phylogenetic patterns of change, 
evolutionary developmental biology, geography, genetics 
and ecology 

 

The same evolutionary processes are work, but the scales 
(e.g. time and/or spatial) to which their impacts are 
observed do vary. 
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Macroevolution 



Punctuated Equilibrium 

• Pattern of change in the fossil record 
– Long periods of little or no change (stasis) followed by rapid 
change  
– Stasis is punctuated by rapid change 

• A hypothesis about the evolutionary process 
– Evolutionary change accompanied speciation which occurred 
“off stage” in small (allopatric) populations (i.e., subpopulations of a 
species). 
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But why is evolution so slow (‘stasis’)? 
Rapid evolution can be explained by mutations, genetic 
variation, short-term evolutionary rates and divergence 
of closely related taxa 
 

Three hypotheses 
• Genetic or developmental constraints 
• Stabilizing selection 
• Evolutionary changes in local populations don’t 
contribute to long-term changes 
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But why is evolution so slow (‘stasis’)? 
Genetic or developmental constraints 
-Steven J. Gould and Niles Eldredge 
 
Observed: lack of genetic variation or strong 
constraints on independent evolution 
 
Limitations: may not explain constancy of size or 
shape of many quantitative characteristics 
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But why is evolution so slow (‘stasis’)? 
Stabilizing selection for an optimum phenotype 
-Brian Charlesworth et al. 
 
Although abiotic/biotic changes occur in 
evolutionary time, ‘effective environments’ may 
remain more constant due to habitat tracking 
-migrations to follow typical habitats 
-buffers species against some environmental 
changes 
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But why is evolution so slow (‘stasis’)? 
• Evolutionary changes in local populations don’t 
contribute to long-term changes 
-Eldredge, Thompson, et al. 2005 
 
Local conditions of disjointed species populations 
that result in distinctions 1) must spread via gene 
flow and 2) be advantageous 
 
If conditions normalize across disjointed 
populations, or are not long-lasting, then local 
adaptations may disappear before becoming part 
of the fossil record 
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But why is evolution so slow (‘stasis’)? 
• Evolutionary changes in local populations don’t 
contribute to long-term changes 
-Eldredge, Thompson, et al. 2005 
 
Speciation can preserve local adaptations when 
they ‘hitchhike’ along with other reproductive 
isolating changes 
 
Rapidly changing environments may result in fewer 
long-lasting, species-generative, changes in 
populations. 
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But why is evolution so slow (‘stasis’)? 
Macrocallista morphology conservation 
-little variation over ~4 My 
-genetic constraints and habitat 
tracking 
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Evolution of novelty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
origination of a new structure or modification of an 
existing structure (sesamoid bone not a ‘true 
thumb’) 
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Evolution of novelty 
New features are a by-product of other adaptive 
features that are later recruited/modified to serve 
an adaptive function 
 
Excreting nitrogen wastes as uric acid saves water 
-cabbage white butterfly excretes in the wings 
and used in coloration and thermoregulation 
-roaches internally excrete and recycle N when 
unavailable in diet 
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Evolution of novelty 
Decoupling of multiple ancestral features 
facilitates elaboration of new functions 
 
Some lungless salamanders have bones that 
support the use of an extensible tongue  
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Evolution of novelty 
Duplication with divergence...it’s not just for genes 
-diversity of dental functions affords access to a 
broad array of diets 
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Major trends in the history of life 
Efficiency and adaptedness 
-improvements in features that perform specific 
functions 
examples: locomotion and feeding 
Can be difficult to measure and must be 
considered in the context of the species’ habitat 
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Major trends in the history of life 
Complexity 
-unfortunately anthropocentric 
-difficult to compare across species 
CELLULARITY 
micelles -> single-cellular -> multicellular -> highly 
differentiated multicellular forms (YOU!) 
--ancestral features (e.g. adhesins) overcoming 
cheating and disruptive conflict 
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Major trends in the history of life 
Complexity 
Genome size doesn’t scale with cellular complexity 
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L29-Micro/Macroevolution
+Genome Evolution 



Genome 

Moran, McCutcheon and Nakabachi  2008 Ann. Rev. Genetics 

Genome is the genetic material of an organism 
 
-DNA in most cases, but many viruses use RNA 
--eukaryotes: double-stranded DNA, linear 
--bacteria: dsDNA, circular, occasionally linear 
--viruses: single-stranded, dsDNA, ss/dsRNA, linear, 
circular, segmented 



Genome sequencing 

Moran, McCutcheon and Nakabachi  2008 Ann. Rev. Genetics 

Fred Sanger 



Genome size and species complexity 

Moran, McCutcheon and Nakabachi  2008 Ann. Rev. Genetics 

C-value: amount of DNA in a haploid gamete (pg) 
-a way to estimate genome size for comparisons 
 
 

But what is complexity??? 



Genome size and species complexity 

Moran, McCutcheon and Nakabachi  2008 Ann. Rev. Genetics 

C-value: amount of DNA in a haploid gamete (pg) 
-a way to estimate genome size for comparisons 
 
Noncoding DNA (ncDNA): DNA that does not code 
for proteins 
-some organisms have more ncDNA than others 
 
 



Genome size and species complexity 

Moran, McCutcheon and Nakabachi  2008 Ann. Rev. Genetics 



Genome size and species complexity 

Moran, McCutcheon and Nakabachi  2008 Ann. Rev. Genetics 

Factors: 
-transposable elements 
-replication rate 
-cell size 



Genome size and species complexity 
-“tug of war” 



Genome size and species complexity 
 Underlying regulation of gene expression 
can account for phenotypic complexity  
 
Sigma factors (regulate transcription of genes) 
-endosymbionts: 1-2 
-Streptomyces and Bacillus: >15 
--expression finely tuned to respond to intra/
excellular stimuli 



Influenza(is(a/an(________(virus(who’s(
genome(is(primarily(_________((

A.  RNA/proteins(
coding(regions(

B.  RNA/ncDNA(
C.  DNA/proteins(

coding(regions(
D.  DNA/ncDNA(



Viral genomes 
Small...why (esp. RNA)? 
-linear or circular 
-fragmented 
--independent evolutionary 
trajectories 
Rigid capsid constrains size 
Rapid replication 
Mostly protein coding regions 
Overlapping coding seq’s. 


